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Dear Sir:

In order to determine the influence of unfair
plating on brittle fracture in ships, the Committee on
Shin Structural Design of the National Academy of Sci-
ences-National Research Council recommended in 1953 the
initiation of analytical studies of the problem to ,be
supported by Ship Structure Committee funds. This rec-
ommendation was concurred in by the Ship Structure
Committee.

Herewith is a copy of the Final Report, ssc-96,
of the investigation, entitled llNoteson the Influence
of Unfair Plating on Ship Failures by Brittle Fracturelt
by H. H. Bleich.

Any questions, comments, criticism, or other
matters pertaining to the report should be addressed to
the Secretary, Ship Structure Committee.

This report is being distributed to those indi-
viduals and agenci~s associated with and interested in
the work of the Ship Structure Committee.

Yours sincerely,
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K. CO\rJART

R~ar Admiral, U. S. Coast Guard
Chairman, Ship Structure
Committee
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IJOTESON THE INFLUENCE OF’UNFAIR PLATING
‘S~P~ILCJRES BY B~T=~~.—

ON—

..

10 INTRODUCTION

I% was the primary purpose of this study to determine

whether or not unfairness in deck or hull plates in trans-

versely framed dry cargo ships may be a substantial eantribu-

tury cause to the 10SS of such ~esse~~ dne tO brittle fracture”

T~,o~~sentia~~y s~par~~~ qII~stiorM were considered. The first

one concerns the effect of unfair bottom plating in compres-

sion shirking its load and increasing the tensile stresses

in the deck. The second one concerns the increase of tensile

~-~re~~e~in the deck due to unfair deck plating. An appre-

ciable increase of tensile stresses due to either cause would~

of r:ourse9 contribute to the danger of brittle fracture.

The claim has been made(k) that the tension failure of

the Bottom plating of certain transversely framed Norwegian

tankers was

was claimed

due to prior buckling OT the deck plating. It

that the reduced effectiveness of the buckled deck

plating reduced the overall section properties of the hull

girder, increasing the tensile stresses in the bottom to the

point d? brittle fracture. The equivalent possibility of

causing brittle fracture in the deck of a transversely framed

dry cargo ship (where hogging stresses prevail) caused the

present studycl Tf the reduction of the effectiveness of the
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bottom (compression) plating by unfairness or buckling results

in substantially larger tensile stresses in the deck plati.ng9

such unfairness or buckling migjhtbe the cause of some ship

failures by brittle fracture. This question is studied in

Section IIa for the typical case of a Liberty ship. As the

discussion of the entire matter was started by the cases of

the Norwegian tanlsers~these are shortly discussed in Section

IIb. A study was also madtito determine whether dynamic ef-

fects due to large deforma%i.onsof the vessel caused by buck-

ling of the bottom plating may aggravate the dangwr of brittle

fracture of the deck plating. This study is presented as Ap-

pendix C and summari~ed in Section IIc.

Quite recently(6) att~ntion has been drawn to the fact

that the increase in tensi.l,estresses in the deck due to ~n,~

fair deck plating may contribute substantially to the danger

of brittle fracture. The study of this question is begun in

Section 111. In order to determine the importance of this ef-

fect9 it was required to delve at length into the subject of

the increase of unfairness during operation of a vessel. This

question is corwidered in Sestion IV on the basis of a new ap-

proach to the problem of unfair plating developed in Ref. ~;

it was found necessary tc)extend this approach% particularly

with respect to the effects of residual stresses. As a by=

praduc’~of’this StiJdyYAppendix B ecrrtair~sa.number of comments
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on Ref. 3 concerning the explanation of large unfairness ob-

served in the bottom of some transversely framed vessels.

At this point it can already be stated that none of the

studies indicate any substantial effect of unfair plating on

the brittle fracture problem. These notes should therefore

be considered just as a record of the various investigations.

11. EFFECT OF UNFAIRNESS IN COMPRESSION PLATING ON
THE DANGER OF BRITTLE FRACTURE

A. TransversalSTframed dry car~o ships. The effect of

any unfairness in compression plating on the danger of brit-

tle fracture of the hull girder depends solely on the increase

of the stresses on the tension side due to the unfairness. To

decide on the importance of such an effect for the brittle

fracture situation, it is mlY required to find the increase

in tensile stresses caused by the reduced effectiveness of un-

fair plating on the compression side.

The amount by which the reduced effectiveness of compres-

sion plating increases the stresses on the tension side of the

hull girder can easily be examined for a typical Liberty ship.

The following data for the S. S. “Philip Schuylerl’(Ref. 1,

Fig. 22):

moment of inertia:

neutral axis (from

total depth:

I = 424,170 in.2ft.2

bott~): e = 17.16 ft.

d = 37.33 ft.
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were used to compute the section moduli of the hull girder in

the second column of Table I.

If, due to unfairness of the bottom plating9

sion effectiveness were reduced by 50$ (amounting

its compres-

to a reduc--

tion of plate area by 269 in.z)9 the section properties would

be:

I = ~719200 ino2ft.2a e = 19.(3 ffj.~

and the corresponding sectiorimoduli are listed in the third

column of Table 1.

TABLE I

Section Moduki in.2ft. of Hull Girder

OriPinal Cross Section !jC%%Bottom Buckled Difference %

Top Deck 2190J0 20450 3.7

Bottom 2%$800 2.9cj~~o 21.2
.—

It is seen that the section modulus for the tension side$

i.e.$ for the deck? is reduced by only ~.?$~ a very small

amount. There is? therefore$ no foundation for the belief

that buckling of the bottom (compression) plating? or its re-

duced effectiveness due to unfairness can increase the tensile

stresses in

prime cause

to consider

the deck substarrtially~such an increase being the

for brittle fracture. It is not even reasonable

such buckling as a major contributory cause; if
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the tensile stresses in the hull with fully effective bottom

plating are already so high that an increase of the order of

5$ produces brittle fracture$ then the other circumstances

which raised the stresses to this lwd am%?or the low stress

It might be notetithat the conclusion

the major culprits.

that the tensile

affected by the re-

duced effectiveness of unfair bottom plating is in agreement

‘2)(discussion of Fig. 14)0with the finding by Murray

ha may ask if remedial measures to prevent the reduc-

tion in eff~ctiveness of the hottam plating are warranted, dis-

regarding all other reasons just to improve the brittle fracture

situation to a slight eXtWIt* The full effectiveness of the

plating could be maintained, e.g.9 by additional longitudinal
(~)

stiffeners as suggested by Murnay . While such remedial
.

measures would decrease the tensile stresses hy 5X or less, it

would seem that the same amount of material added to the top

deck would reduce the “hensflestresses more. From the view-

point of preventing brittle fracture~ it appears therefore not

appropriate to recommend such additional stiffeners.

The above conclusions would not be affected by presence

of residual stresses or if Horne9s explanation of the origin

~’~ is considered.of large unfairness & plating J

— . . . . .
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discuss

Transversely

c--)-

framed tankers. It may be of interest to.—

the case C@ several Norwegian transversely framed tank-

~k9J))$ ~0 have beeners whose loss has been stated9 (Vedeler

caused by buckling of the deck plating although their tension

bottom plating fractured. Information concerning a sister

ship, available to the writers shows 20 mm. deck platinga

17.5 mm. bottom plating? and 800 mm. frame spacing at the mid-

ship section. The conclusion drawn above for a Liberty ships

that reduced effectiveness of the compression plating increases

the

the

ing

not

stresses on the tension side only slightly$ applies also to

hull cross section.of the tankers; and the reasoning ascrib-

the loss of these ships to buckling appears to the writer

conclusive.

“~5) is the fact that the com-The basis of the reasoning

pression plating of the hull will buckle at a load which pro-

duces tensile stresses of’only about 60Z of’yield. Disregard-

ing ‘brittlefracture$ the deck will therefore buckle prior to

the bottom yielding in

will shift the neutral

and tearing the bottom

shows that the assumed

tension; the bucklinga it is eontended9

axis? increasing the tensile stresses

glatingo However, the present study

increase of tensile stresses does not

occur and the sudden tension failure of the ‘bottom*remains

*It seems to the writer that failure of the deck plating
in compression would have led first to jack-knifing of the hull
without separati.on$followed by a gradual breaking up.
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therefore concluded that dynamic effects induced

of compression plating da not increase the danger

fracture in the deck.

EFFECT OF PLATING UNFAIRNESS ON THE TENSTON
STDE ON THE DANGER OF BRITTLE FRACT’URE

rwawikly attention has been drawn ‘byEvans(61 to

tensile stresses in swch members. There can be no doubt that

such an increase or stresses does existl but it is not imme-

diately apparent how large tlwsincrease is and if the contri-

bution to the danger of brittle fracture is substantial.

Large amounts of unfairness have been reported in the

bottom shell of dry cargo ships9 not in the deck. However,

even mm%erate unfairness if presenty reduces the plate effec-

tiveness noticeably; and the question is worth investigating.

Tn order to evaluate the effeet of an initial unfairness

S$ Fig. 2$ in a simply supported panel of thickness t$ consider
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the plate efficiency 7$ defined as the ratio of the stress

in the plate required to stretch the panel by a certain ammnt$

to the stress required to stretch a plane plate by the same

amount. TIW efficiency~ is a functian of the ratio ~ and of

the average strain ~ by which the panel has been stretched.

Fig. 2 shows two non-dimensional curves for ~ as a function of

!“ The curve labeled To applies for small* strains and stressesy

while the curve marked ~B applies when the average tensile strain

in the panel is equal to the (compressive) strain at which ,the

flat panel buckles according to the Euler theory. The curve

for small strains is obtained from the equation~

70’--%

which is easily

The 7B-curve is

other values of

larger than the

1 + 6;+

verified for a sinusoidal initial buckle.

taken from Ref. ~ (Fig. 5 f’oru = 1). For

the tensile strainl the efficiency? will be

value To and will increase as the strain fn-

creases. For cases of interest the average tensile strain

will rarely exceed the buckling strain$ for which ease the

~B-curve applies. As both curves do not differ vastlyq Fig. 2

gives a good picture of the reduced defectiveness due to ini-

tial camber.
tIt is seen that an initial unfairness of s = ~

*Small compared to the average strain at which an identi-
cal flat plate buckles.
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would reduce the efficiency of the panel to about 0.~9 a very

large reduction, indeed.

So far the efficiency of a single plate panel has been

considered, If one considers more realistically a group* of

panels 1 to n having differing unfairness Sn, Fig. 3, one can

find their total efficiency~ from the equation,

[III,2J

wherevn Is the efficiency of an isolated panel of unfairness

sn. This relation is only approximate because It applies

strictly only to Individually hinged panels, The CTUCiLi~

matter for the present problem is the overall efficiency

Equation ~2], which does not depend for large n on the low

afflciency of one badly distorted pane19 but rather on the

average value of the unfairness to be expected.

If the unfairness is only due to the unavoidable devia-

tions from a true plane inherent in the limitations of the

fabricating process7 the average value of ~ in deck plating

may not exceed** 0.1, and the corresponding efficienc~ of 0.95

& sufficientl~ hi~h to imore the _ matter. On the other

*The necessity of considering the behavior of series of

panels was first realized by Home (3)*

(**Muckle 7] observed unfairness only up to l/16-ifi.if
the plate thickness was l/2-in. or over, even in welded con-
struction.
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handa the possibility of systematically caused larger unfair-

ness must be considered.

One such possibility is that the initial unfairness pro-

duced by welding ~r other fabri~attng ~rocesses is further

aggravated by residual stresses. Another possibility is that

the relatively small unfairness increases during the operation

of the ship. This may occur if compressive stresses, possible

in combination with residual st??essesaare large enough to

buckle the unfair plate. To evaluate these possibilities?

certain theoretical questions will be studied in the following

section.

IV; THE EFFECT OF OPERATING STRESSES ON THE INITIAL UNFAIRNESS
oF DECK PLiYTINGOF DRy ciuwo SHIPS--CONCLUSION IN comc-

TION WITH THE BRITTLE FRACTURE PROBLEM

‘3) Home made an attempt to explain theIn a recent paper

large unfairness observed in

framed ships on a new lm.sis.

tion because it includes the

whose bearing on the problem

the bottom plating of transversely

The paper deserves careful atten-

effect of two physical factors

was not recognized previously.

The first of these is the fact that successive alternate com-

pressive and tensile loading of a plate panel may increase the

deflections of the panel progressively. The second? no less

important one; is the fact that if a unit of several panels is

load~d9 not only is the resuIting unfairness in one panel much

larger than in the case of a single panel, but the progressive

..



increase occurs at a lower stress range.

The results of’HorneUs paper are not quite conclusive be-

cause he finds that the contemplated mechanism explains large

unfairness only if the panels are subjected to stress cycles

in which the

the order of

not believed

sum of compressive and tensile stresses is of

~0~000 lb. per sq. in. As such high stresses are

to occur in normal operations the theory so far

does not seem to explain the large unfairness observed. How-

ever, there are certain points in which Horneflstheory can be

refined*7 and it seems not at all unlikely that the theory

will ultimately explain the facts fully. Howeve2$ r~gardless

of whether or not the large ux~fairu~ssof panels observed in

certain ships can be

be no doubt that the

ought to be included

predict@d by J30rne”sanalysisY there can

new effects considered therein exist and.—

in any study of probl~ms of unfair plating.

In the following consideration of the unfai~”nessof deck

platingt the stress range is assumed to be small enough to ex-

clude the possibility of progressive buckling; but the effect

of the action of a number of’panels in series is included and

will be seen to be essential. The approach follows Horneis
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mediate transvers~ members will resist forces at right angles

to the plane of the plate only. Along the edges AA1 and BBU9

the plates may slide in the longitudinal direction with respect

If this unit ecmsist-

loaded by 3ongitudi’-

the average strain

being ~. If in the unstressed state one of the panels has a

set Sr$ the graphs in Horne8s paper predict what will happen

if a certain averaga compr~ssive strain &is imposed on the

...

exceed [only by Iittl.e$such that one may use L= ~as first

app~ox~.mation.
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A major difference between the models Fig. %9 and an ac-

tual deck of a ship becomes apparent if one tries to decide

the number of panels n to be used in the analysis. In a

transversely framed ship no members like .&Bwhich are rigid

The only element resisting

is the ylate itself’. It——

an elastic support9 the

rigidity of which depends essentially on the transverse dis-

tance between the longitudinal members AAn and BBV. The model,

Fig. &$ is also not realistic in permitting sliding between

tlmaplate and the Iongitudinds along AAi and BB8. It appears

that both unrealistic assumptions ~an be eliminated by a

slightly different model.

(lmsider a model consisting of two lcmgitudinal members

AAv and BBR whosa %ength L is very much longer than the trans-

verse distame T betwem lcmgitudinaIs9 Fig. ~. The plate is

subdivided in many panels of span %5 the transverse supports
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Li = #

f-f

[ml]

st~ess Aa= 17 Fig. 8(a).

elastic behavior of the semi-infinite plate being

the behavior of a plate strip of equivalent length

that the behavior of the bulged panel of width

equal the behavior of the bulged panel in the

by Horma, Fig. 4-7provided the nunber n of

panels Is such that

to the case treated by Hcmne--at the price of an approximation--

rective stress distribution. These approximations are really

Cx’nudeif ~ is very large and the results are only qualitatively

tcorrecz. In view of this it does not seem,necessary to obtain

a better value for L~ than Equation [IV.1]. Substituting in

Equatim ~IV.2] one obtains finally



Ths upper deck plating

tudinally by the sides

and between hatches by

making the dimension T
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practicable, a new graph n = 8> ~= 0.5was constructed Fig. 9.

This graph is intended to find the changes of the permanent set

at the center of the plate in the following manner:

The abscissas of Fig. 9 are the ratics of the average

strains applied tG the Panela to the yield strain & . com-
Ec

Y

pressive strainsz ~? are plotted to “theleft; tensile ones~
St Y
E-9 to the right. The ordinates are the residual deflections
Y
Sr at the center of the plate divided by the plate thickness t.

The “residual deflectionlJSr is defined as that part of the ac-

tual deflection at a given instant which is permanent; if the

plats panel were cut away from the rest of the structure and

a~.1e~teynal forc~s were removed, the panel would retain the

deflection Sr. The diagram permits the prediction of the re-

sidual deflection s= (not of the actual total deflection which

is equal to sr plus a further elastic component). Let the

panel have an actual initial deflection s in the unloaded

state and assume there are no residual stresses such that the

panel is in an unstressed state. By definition the residual

deflection equals the total deflection at this instant~ Sr = s.

The state uf

the vertical

parielis rmw

such that Sr

therefore be

The system is then represented by a point A cm

axis having the ordinate :7 see Fig. 9. If the

compressed it will behave elastically at ffrstl

does not change; its state in the diagram will

on a horizontal line through point A$ the distance
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~ indicating the strain. The panel will, hcwever9 becoma

plastic if the strains exceed certain limits; these limits ,

are shown by the heavy lines marked ‘Lc and Lt in the diagram.

If the panel is compressed only to a state as represented by

point B in Fig. 9, i-t will not deform permanently furthers

and the residual deflection Sr will not change. Similarlyq

the panel may be subjected to tensile strains; if point C

representing the state lies to the left of the heavy line Lt9

no change of sr will occur. In such a case even alternate

cycles of compressive and tensile strain will not affect the

residual deflection sr~

If the originally unstressed panel represented by point A

is subjected to a compressive strain exceeding the limit LC9

its state will follow the horizontal line only until point D

in Fig. 9 is reached; beyond this point permanent deformation

will occur, and the residual deflection Sr will increase. Ac-

cording to Ref. 3 the state of the system will follow a path

which is parallel to the family of dashed curves shown in

Fig. 9. If the panel is compressed until some point F is

reached and then unloaded, it will act elastically again such

that the value Sr reached at point F does not change. The

path will therefore be the horizontal line FG. If the strain

is decreased until the panel reaches zero stress, the compres-

sive strain will not yet be zero. The respective state is
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strain will be somewhat larger. It is, however9 unnecessary

to determine the strain more accurately because the result of

the following consideration would not be affected. The state

of the system in still water lies at point X on a horizontal

‘t
line through point 0 because the strain — = 0.15 is much

‘Y
smaller than the yield limit given by the heavy line Lt.

The operational stresses of +10 kips per sq. in. induce

changes of the strain with respect to point X approximately of

4%=* g=+o*30*
5

The extreme states of the system in Fig. 9

are shown as points y and Zy all lying on a horizontal line

through point O. These points remain far away from the yield

limits9 and the initial permanent deflection Sr will therefore

not change during operations.

This conclusion will remain correct for any similar stress

leve19 even if the initial unfairness should be larger, because

the yield limits Lt and Lc never do come close to the axis of

the ordinates in Fig. 9.

Before drawing any practical conclusions from the example,

it is necessary to consider also the effects of residual

stresses which are likely to be present in a welded ship.

While Ref. 3 does not specifically mention the fact, its pro-

cedure can be extended to the case of residual stresses in the

manner shown hereafter.

Measurements of residual stresses on various ships are

reported in Ref. 8. Compressive stresses up to 10 kips per
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APPENDIX ~

Consider a semi-itiinlte plate of thickness t and width Tj

Fig. 85 loaded by longitudinal stresses

40- = ‘in Y
on the finite edge PQ. The system of coordinates ~ and 7 is

indicated in Fig. 8. As boundary conditions on the infinitely

long ‘sdgGs7it is prescribed that the direct stresses vanish

and further that the components of the displacements in the

J-direction also vanish.

The stresses in the plate can be derived from a stress

function

The displacement CR the edge PCJiS si.nusoida19and fts ampli-

tude {can be fovundin ‘HIefollowing manner: The “)-components

of the displacement for large values ~+m must obviously van-

ish. The amplitude & must therefore be equal to the total

~longaticm of a fiber on the centerline~ ~ = ~a of the plate.

The st~essesW7 on the centerline are
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The amplitude { of the displacement Is therefore identical

2T
with the elongation of a plate strip of finite length ~

u.nd.era.uniform stressAm = 17 Fig. 8(a). If one”is princi-

pally interested in the displacement at the centerline the

semi-infinite plate under sinusoi~al loading may be replaced

bj~the finite plate stripunder uniform stress.



ber n @ plate panels in se~ies.

there are transverse members$ AB

rigid in the plane of tineplat~a
.

,.
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plate? any such resistance is supplied by a part of the plate

itself which might be counted as part of an effective section.

This difficulty can be overcome by analyzing instead a very

long ~t~ip of plate containing th~ unfair pane15 Fig. 50

As shown in detail in Section IV above9 this is with

some approximations equivalent to using a number n = ~ti,

wlmareT is the width of the panels. This approach leads to

pansl numbers of the same magnitude 8 to 205 as used in Ref.

s and does not change its conclusions at all. The proposed

approach for selecting n seems rational and avoids an arbitrary

;election of the number n.

2. In determining the limits of tensile and compressive

strains at which yield occurs, Ref. ,3uses the value of the

yield stress cryfrom standard tests. It appears likely that

after the material has yielded for the first time the yield

stress at reversal of strain will be smaller than the original

V’a.Ill&G This may also hold for all further cycles9 although

the writ~r knows of no factual evidence concerning this point.

The adju~tment to appropriately reduced values of my in the

later cycles does not require any changes in the basic theory;

this modification will obviously lead to the conclusion that

progressive increase of the unfairness occurs at smaller total

stress variations than stated in Ref. 3.
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Dynamic Effects due

Fig. IL shows a

and ha-ringUniroTmly



‘%% = p - ‘0

.-,

.m82ii2= Q

where IIIis the mass of the hull per unit length$ rl and r2

are the radii of gyration of the hull portions5 and a and d

dimensicms defined in Fig. 12.

Two further equations result from the fact that point A

1s ~~~~~~ to both ‘p~rt~ons of the h~~~ and that its accele~a-

ticm mm% be the same whether computed from the fore or aft

portion. For small motions this gives,

These eight equations may be solved for the eight unknowns~

tha forces P and Q3 and the six components of acceleration.

The only result of interest here is the

M - Pod
P
‘po+~

a+~

force P





11cwever9the centroid cannot lie outside the hull limiting

the values of a to O < a ,< d. As Equation ~C.7~ indicates

that r 7 da the absolute maximum at a = r does not GCCUr;

within the permissible limits the denominator will be smallest

for a = d. Using this value7 Equation [,~.3] yields the suc-

cessive inequalities

M-Pal M-?d
P< PO+.+ <PO++ =; cc*9+””]

d+r~

As M- Pod is necessarily positive9 Equation ~C.~ indicates

P. < P9 and we have the ultimate result

Po<P<# [c.10J

The upper limit ~ is the force which would occur in the static

case when the plate panel at B does not buckle. Equation ~C,10]

indicates therefore that the total tensile force In the beam

is reduced,by buckling

It might be added

smaller than the upper

used are not likely to

of the compression side.

that the force P is substantially

limit such that the approximations

affect the result.


